**Jive for Government**

Break down silos and enable fast, fluid federal agency collaboration with a secure cloud solution. Jive brings together all your people, content and knowledge in one digital workplace, improving both the quality and timeliness of agency work while driving new efficiencies, employee engagement and substantial cost savings.

**Harness collective knowledge**
Find the known and unknown experts in your organization with rapid search, rich skill profiles and powerful networking capabilities. Capture collective know-how and build permanent institutional memory.

**Stay connected on the go**
Stay in touch and in sync with your colleagues and community, wherever you go and with whatever mobile device you use.

**Engage your employees**
Motivate and engage federal employees and contractors with compelling, targeted communications, great onboarding experiences and training in a social environment. Measure impact with real-time analytics.

**Work securely with external partners**
Securely work with contributors from industry, academia and other external organizations, with robust, fine-grained privacy and access controls.

**Modernize IT**
Simplify and secure your IT landscape with a turnkey cloud platform that reduces your data center footprint, maintenance and operational costs.

**Government-grade security**
Jive’s solution hosted through FedRAMP-certified AWS GovCloud.

**Features and capabilities:**
- Private groups for discussing sensitive or restricted information.
- Pre-built pages for employee onboarding, sales enablement, HR portal, IT help desk and more.
- Secure, full-featured mobile app for iOS and Android devices.
- Easily share your data knowing it’s secure.
- **Comprehensive enterprise search**: quickly find expertise, people, information, content.
- Strategic communications that keep federal workers and contractors aligned with engaging news pages, blogs and announcements.
- Fast setup and streamlined administration.
- Supports HIPAA & GLBA compliance; ISO 27001:2013 certified. Jive can provide VPAT to detail compliance with 508 standards.